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ABSTRACT 
Each set of operations selected from union, intersection, complement, star, quotients, 
derivatives, word-reversal, and homomorphisms is investigated with respect o its 
closure of an arbitrary family of word-sets, as well as to its closure of an arbitrary 
family of regular languages. Certain sets are Shown to produce a finite closure for 
every finite family of word-sets; others, to produce a finite closure only for every 
finite family of regular languages; in either case, the closure for a given family of 
regular languages can be calculated by algorithm. For a third class of sets, the closure 
is not necessarily finite even for finite families of regular languages. 
INTRODUCTION 
An unpublished proof, by Ginsburg and Greibach, that the sets accepted by 
one-way stack automata re context-sensitive, makes use of the fact that any finite 
family of regular languages has finite (joint) closure under the intersection and quotient 
operations? (The left-quotient of two word-sets is the set of all z with yz in the 
dividend for some y in the divisor, and the right-quotient is defined analogously). 
The result on closure is presented here, together with some generalizations involving 
sets of operations elected from union, intersection, complement, he star-operation 
(also called "Kleene closure"), quotients, derivatives (i.e., quotients in which the 
divisor consists of a single word), word-reversal nd homomorphisms. 
The underlying problem is to place each such set of operations into one of the 
following three classes. Class I consists of those sets of operations under which 
every finite family of word-sets has finite closure; class II, of those under which 
every finite family of regular languages, but not every finite family of word-sets, 
* Research sponsored in part by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Office of 
Aerospace Research, USAF, under contract F1962867C0008, and by the Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research, Office of Aerospace Research, USAF, under AFOSR Grant No. AF- 
AFOSR-1203-67. 
1 In [1], Hopcroft and Ullman use another method of proof. 
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has finite closure; class I I I ,  of those under which some finite family of regular languages 
has infinite closure. This classification has been achieved in the following cases. 
I f  the set of operations consists of union, intersection and complement, or union 
and star, or complement and star, together with word-reversal and homomorphisms 
that do not increase length, then it is in Class I (cf. Sec. 2). I f  the set consists of 
union, intersection, complement, quotients and derivatives, or star and derivatives, 
together with word-reversal and homomorphisms that do not increase length, then 
it is in Class I I  (cf. Sec. 3). I f  the set includes star, together with either intersection, 
or union and a quotient, or union and a derivative (other than the identity), then 
it is in Class I I I  (cf. Sec. 4). I f  the set consists of star and a quotient, or complement, 
star and a quotient, or complement, star and a derviative, then the classification is 
unknown, although (since star and derivative form a set in Class II) the set cannot 
be in Class I. 
In all cases that a set of operations is shown to be in Class I or Class II, there is 
an algorithm for exhibiting the actual regular languages in the closure of any given 
finite family of regular languages (cf. Remark 2, after Lemma 2.1). Thus the present 
results appear potentially applicable to algorithmic questions (such as decision 
problems) involving regular languages. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout his paper, 2~ = {a i ,..., am} is assumed to be a fixed, finite, nonempty 
alphabet of symbols. By a word (word-set) is meant any element (subset) of the free 
semigroup with identity generated under concatenation by Z'. For word-set X, 
we denote by X* the set [.)i~oX~. ~
By an (n-ary) operation let us understand any function of n word-set variables 
(for some finite n) with word-sets as values. For any family ~g" of word-sets and 
set 3" of operations, let cgga-(Yr ) denote the (joint) closure of ~ under J-, i.e., the 
family of word-sets defined inductively thus: 
( l . l )  r162 C- ~G(~) ;  
(1.2) if n-ary operation T ~ 3-  and W i ..... W, E ~gg~-(~/'), then 
r (w~ ..... wn) ~ ~(~0;  
(1.3) a word-set ~ r only as required by (1 .I) and (1.2). 
In order to prove that a proposition P(W) holds for every We c~.(~/-) ,  it suffices 
to use a proof "by induction corresponding to the inductive definition of cg~a-(Yg')," 
For word-sets X and 17, XY  = {xy[x e X, y ~ II}. Let X e = {e} where e is the identity 
element (or "empty word"). For i > 0, let X ~ = X~-xX. Thus 2~* is the set of all worde. 
57x/2/2-3 
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which consists of showing (for the basis) that P(W)  holds for all W~q#" and (for 
the induction step) that, if n-ary operation T63- ,  W 1 .... , WnEC~da-(~F ") and 
P(Wa) ..... P(W,,) hold, then P(T(W 1 ,..., Wn)) holds. 
Four fundamental propositions are now easily proved. 
(1.4) I f3 -~3 7-', ~r W", then ~tCa-(#')_C c~da~,, (#~'). 
(1.5) If, for all T ~ ~-, CYg'r($/# ) C "#~, then ~{~r(# r) C 3r 
(1.6) For all T ~ J - ,  ~fTC~fa-(#/') _C c~d~r(YF'). 
(1.7) ~Z..<r~f,.-("#/) = ~/.~("/F'). 
(For (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6), use inductions corresponding to the inductive definitions 
of W~'a-(#'), ((Za-(#'), and c-YdTcC'.~r(~#~'), respectively. Then (1.7) is a corollary.) 
Let * denote the operation taking X into Ui~>o Xi. In addition, let U, 0 ,  - - ,  C, 
\ , / ,  ~D and D~ (for each x E ~*)  denote respectively union, intersection, (set-theoretic) 
difference, complement, left-quotient, right-quotient, left x-derivative and right x-derivative, 
defined thus as operations, i.e., functions of word-set variables X and Y. 
X U Y = {ziz ~ X or z ~ Y}, X n Y ---- {zlz E X and z ~ Y}, 
X~ Y = {z/z ~ X and z ~ Y}, 
C(Y)  = s  
X \  Y = {z/xz E Y for some x ~ X}, 
Y/X  = {z/zx E Y for some x ~ X}, 
~D(Y) = {x}\Y, D~(Y) = Y/{x). 
The infinite set {~J), D~/x ~ 27*} of operations i  denoted by ~.  
Let R denote word-reversal, i.e., the additive operation defined thus: 8 
I R(,) -- E, R(xa x3 = x~ ... x~(l > O, x~ ..... xz e 27). 
By a homomorphism is meant any additive unary operation ~- satisfying 
l 
, (e )  = e, 
~(x) ~ Z*(x  ~ 27), 
~(x~ "" x3  = ~(xh  ""  ~(xD(l > O, x~ .... , x~ ~ S) .  
Let us call a homomorphism r nonincreasing if [ r(x) [ ~< ! x I for all x E 27*, length- 
preserving if I r(x)[ - i x  !. l 
The set of all nonincreasing homomorphisms i  denoted by .~. Note that Off 
forms a finite semigroup with identity under composition, z 
a Unary operation T is called additive if T(X)= ~d~exT(x) for all X ~ 27*. (Here T(x) 
abbreviates T({x}). As a rule, we use the notation {x} and x interehangeably, providing the 
meaning is clear). Note that T(~) -- ~, where r denotes the empty set. 
l i x l  denotes the length of x, i.e., El = 0, ixx..-xtl = l ( l>  0, xx ..... x l~ ' ) .  
The composition ST of unary operations S and T is defined by ST(X) = S(T(X)) (all 
X _c 2:*). 
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A homomorphism ~rmapping 27 onto itself will be called a permutation. The set 
of all permutations i  a subgroup of ~ .  
Remark 1. Each one of the foregoing operations preserves regularity, i.e. the 
value is a regular language whenever each argument is a regular language; ~ in fact, 
given regular arguments (in terms of fsa defining them), the value can be found 
algorithmically. (Cf. in this connection [2]-[5]), 
Moreover, each unary, operation except the star-operation * is additive. Additional 
general properties fundamental to subsequent proofs are given in Lemmas 1.1-1.4 
below. 
LEMMA 1.1. For any family YI z of word-sets, 
Proof. Note that c~[r~ cr163 consists of all sets of the form W 1 n . . -n  W,~ 
with the W~ in c~[u(r ), and, since u is distributive over ~,  every union of such sets 
can be expressed in the same form. Hence, it follows at once by induction corresponding 
to the inductive definition of ~r cgflc~(~/') that cg[~ c.gg'r.(,r ) C_ egg' m cgveu(r and 
the reverse inclusion follows similarly. Thus, ~[u  cggm(~162 = cgYm cgs The 
equality with cgYm.u(~r ) then follows with the aid of (1.4)-(1.6). 
The remaining set-inclusion follows immediately from the De Morgan laws, i.e., 
C(X u Y) = C(X) m C(Y), C(X n Y) =: C(X) u C(Y). 
The proofs of Lemmas 1.2-1.4 follow without difficulty from the definitions of 
the operations concerned. 
LEMMA 1.2. 
x \Y  = 
.D(X u Y) = .D(X) u .D(Y), 
.D(X m Y) = ~D(X) m ~D(Y), 
,,DC(X) = C=D(X), 
For any word-sets X, Y and word u, 
Y /X  = U~x D~(Y); 
O~(X u Y) = D.(X) to D,,(Y); 
D~(X c~ Y) = D.(X) n D,,(Y); 
DuC(X) = CD~(X). 
s A finite-state acceptor (abbreviated fsa, also frequently called in the literature automaton or 
finite-state automaton) is a 5-tuple (K, 27, 8, Po, F) where K is a finite nonempty set, 8 is a mapping 
of K x 2: into K, P0 is a distinguished element of K and F is a subset of K. 3 is extended to 
K x 27* by defining 8(p,c) =p,  8(p, xy) = 8(8(p,x),y)(all pEK ,  xe27*--{e},yEZ').  A 
word-set X is a regular language if there exists an fsa such that X = (x[8(p o, x) E F}. 
7 That is, for arbitrary family ~ of word-sets, cgg~gu(~g" ) ff ~gu ~g~(~"), etc. 
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L~:m~, 1.3. 
R(X ~ Y) = R(X) w R(Y), 
RC(X) = CR(X), 
R(X*) = R(X)*, 
R,~D(X) = Da(,,)R(X), 
ROSE 
For any word-sets X, Y and word u, 
R(X ~ Y) - R(X) ~ R(Y), 
RDu(X) = R(,,)DR(X). 
Hence ~tR ~fu  C c~,a Wo~R , ~fR cCfc~ C c~E n c~{R , WEg cg~ c = oct c cCdR , 
~ ~,  = . t .  . tx  , . lR  ~ = ~ ~ . 
LEMMA 1.4. For any word-sets X, Y, word u, and homomorphism ~-~ ~g~, 
~(x v Y) = . (x)  v ~(Y), 
r(X c~ Y) = r(X) c~ r(Y) if 9 e #', 
rC(X) = Cr(X) if ~- e ~,  
~-(x*) = ~x)* ,  
~-~D(X) -=.(~>D.(X), rD~(X) = D.~;c(X) if . e .~ ,  
.~R(X) = RT(X). 
Hence ~r  ~du C_ ~[u Wd~e , ~d~ ~[t~ C_ ~ ~d~,, ~f~ ~dc = ~dc ~d~ ,
2. SETS OF OPERATIONS IN CLASS I 
We show that for any finite family ~f  of word-sets, ~{u.c~.c.R}uao(#0, 
~d{u ..R}w~e(Yl/" ) and c~f{c...R}ujr($//" ) are finite (Theorems 2.1-2.3). 
LEMMA 2. l. The set of operations {u, n, C, R} w~ is in Class L 
Proof. Given any finite family W" of word-sets, define 
It is easily shown that ~, {R}, {C}, {(~} and {w} are each in Class I, hence Y]/" is 
finite. Thus it suffices to show that 
(i) ~6w,~,c.~}~s,(~ _C ' .  
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By (1.7), ~':u("///") = "tl :'. Moreover 
~q.gc~(r = [Lemma 1.1] <g:~, W& cg& W~c ~'ER cr162 ----- [(1.7)]~:'; 
:~:c(r C_ [Lemma 1.1] c~g' U ~:c, :~:cC~:cC~:e<~:~,('//:) = [(1.7)]"/U'; 
~4,(~')  c [Lemma 1.3] ~:,~ ~,-, (g:~ ~:,, (r ~:~,(~) = [(L7)]~'; 
~r C [Lemma 1.4] ~g,~ ~:~, ~:c ~6, ~:~, ~:~,(~) = [(1.7)]~'. 
Hence by (1.5) ~t'{u.c~.c.~qv:("tU' ) = ~t/" so that (i) follows by (1.4). Thus the 
lemma is proved. 
Remark 2. If ~/" is a finite family of regular languages, then the family ~ = 
~t'{v.c,.c.R}u,(Cf" ) can be exhibited aigorithmically. Thus, in view of Remark 1 (in 
Sec. I), the finite family ~/:' of the above proof, which includes 5F, can be exhibited 
algorithmically. To remove those members of r not in Y', one can compute succes- 
sively the (finite) families :To, X t .... where 2f 0 -= :r and 
~i+1 = ~i  W Ur.{u.~.c.R}u~T(~'i) 
[where for n-ary operation T, T ( f~)= ~)xl ..... x#z,T(Xt .... , Xn)], comparing at 
each stage Y'i+x with f~.  This comparison is algorithmic, since the equality of regular 
languages is decidable by algorithm (cf. [4], Corollary4.1.1). Eventually one finds 
an ~+t  = :Yi, and this X; is 5F. 
The same remark applies to the closures under all sets of operations hown 
in Sections 2 and 3 to belong to Class I or Class II; that is to say, an algorithm for 
exhibiting the closure can be obtained analogously in each case. (Note in this con- 
nection that the closure under the infinite set ~ is the same as under the finite set 
{,,D, D,,/u e Z'}.) 
Theorem 2.1 The set of operations {w, t3, C, R} U.~ is in Class I. 
Proof. Given any finite family Of" of word-sets, define families ~/'0 .... ,-/g',,, 
~o ~-..-, ~ . -1  ..... " t  , fOP2 ~ ..... thus. Let 2~ i (i =0,. . . ,  m) denote the subalphabet 
{at ..... a,} of 27 (noting that 27o = + and therefore 27* = {~}). Let 
( i  = o , . . . ,  ,,, - t ) .  
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It follows easily by induction on i (using Lemma 2.1 for i = 0) that the families 
W-k, ,~i ,  y~Tzi are finite. We will show that ~'Eu(~#/'m), ~dt~(#:m), W:c(~/Ym), ~ER(3iP ~) 
and ~fx(3qr'~), hence by (1.5) ~f{u.m.c.R}uae(3CUm) are included in #"% Then, 
since ~'f C #'m, it will follow that ~.d{u.r~,c.Riuae(#" ) is a subfamily of #~'~ and 
therefore finite. 
With the aid of (1.7) and Lemma 1.1, we easily obtain 
We prove next that 
(ii) ~dR(# ~*) = ~r,, 
using induction on i. The basis is immediate by (1.6). For the induction step, assume 
that 0 < i ~< m and (ii) holds for i --  1. With the aid of Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 we 
have W:R(;qrx '-') = WdR(Y/r'-x) U {A * c~ , (W),  A* -- r(W)/r ~ o~g', W ~ WdR(#/"-~), 
,4 E ~E~(X~,_1) } -- [induction hypothesis] ~ i -1 ,  so that ~dR(~---K ~)= ~dR ~fu  ~d~ 
(#'~*-x) C [Lemma 1.3] Wd~ WEr~ ~d'R(~ '-~) = W "*. 
In a similar way one can prove 
(iii) WEn,(# ~) = ~,/m. 
We show now that 
(iv) gfc(r = ~//r,, 
using induction on i. The basis is immediate by (1.6). For the induction step, assume 
that 0 < i ~< m and (iv) holds for i -- I. Now Wdc(~//Pl i-x) = ~/qi-1 U (~C(Y//'i-l) 
u{C(A* n r(W)), C(A* -- . (W)) / .  e srd, WeY#' -~,  Ae~'G(L'm_~)}. But for 
a e ~G(~_~) ,  c (~ * ~ , (w) )  = c (~ *) u (a*  - , (w)) .  Now C(a*) = C(,~(X~_,)*) 
for some ~r e ~,  hence by Lemma 1.4, C(A*) 9 r~dc.r _C g'dc.r _C [(1.6)] 
l (0  2 ~: i ;  A * l -  9 (W)  e { ' [ 1 ~ ~ '  . Thus C(A* n r(W)) e gdu(#"  ) = [(0]#% 
Similarly C(A* -- r(W)) = C(A*) ~ (A* c~ r(W)) 9 W". Thus ~dc(#~ -~) 2 ~-~t .s  
~d'c($~ -~) u Yt "i == W.Pc(~ '~*-1) u ~//'~ _C [induction hypothesis] #% Therefore 
(W "i) - [(i)]g//'i. Thus (iv) is proved. 
We now prove 
(v) ~6r (# '9  C ~ ' ,  
using induction on i. 
Basis. Consider any W e W "~ and r 9 Jr'. If r ~ ~,  then by (iii) r(W) e ~///-0 _C y//'m. 
If r r ~ ,  then r(W) _C A * with A 9 (gd~,(Z',~_x) , so that r(W) = A* ~ r(W) ff Y/~l ~ C ://:'~. 
Thus (v) holds for i -,= 0. Induction step. Assume that 0 < i ~< m and (v) holds 
for i -- 1. We show first that 
(vi) ~::.(~/:,-1) _c #-,,,. 
Let r 9 oW, W e "~2 i-1. Then W = W 1 c~ .-. c~ W,, with W 1 ,..., W, 9 ~-~.  
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Case 1. W1 ,..., Wn ~ ~i -1 .  Then by (i) W e~/'i-1, hence by induction 
hypothesis z(W) e ~/Y'". 
Case 2. For some h(1 ~< h ~ n), W h ~ Y/rli-1 -- ~/~-~-1. Then Wh _C {b 1 ..... br}* 
where r ~< m -- i and b i .... , b, ~ Y'. Note that W _C Wh C {b 1 ..... b~}*. 
Case 2a. ~bl) ..... T(br) are distinct symbols. Thus for some rr e ~,  ~r(bl) = 
"r(bl) ..... rr(br) ~ r(b,), hence 1-(x)= rr(x) for each x e{b 1 ..... b,}*. Thus T (W) -  
~r(W) e ~,(.@(~r ~ ~,E~(-t/~,) = [(ii)] ~f" C ~F". 
Case 2b. There are fewer than r distinct symbols among r(bl) ..... r(b~), 
hence i < m. Then r({bx .... , br}* ) C A* with A e cgfa,(Z',,_~_~). Now We ~/rz~-x C ~V "~ 
and r(W) C A*, so that r (W) = A* t3 r (W) e ~r i C YF "~-~l C_ zqr '~. Thus (vi) holds. 
We now complete the induction step for (v). ~{~(Yr = ~g'ae cgP'u("/Ir2i-i) _C [Lemma 
1.4] ~fu  ~E.~('r '-~) _C [(vi)] ~Z>~("/t/'r") --:: [(i)]'r 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 3. Since X-Y - -Xt~ C(Y), it is clear that any family of word-sets 
has the same closure under {W,~, - - ,C ,R}w~ as under {w,~,C ,R}w~,  
hence {w, ~,  --, C, R} ~) ~ is also in Class I. 
Remark 4. ~ is a subsemigroup of the semigroup of substitutions (i.e., additive 
operations a such that ~, )  -- ~, ~(x) C ~*(x ~ Z) and a(xx...x~) = ~(xx) "-- ~x~) 
(l > 0, x i ..... x, ~ 2)). Little is known about membership in Classes I, II, and I I I  
for sets of operations that include substitutions other than homomorphisms, even 
when such substitutions are restricted to finite subsemigroups like the length- 
preserving (nonincreasing) substitutions (i.e., substitutions e such that l y l  = i xl 
(] y [ ~< I x l) for all y e e(x), x e X*) and the inverses of length-preserving homo- 
morphisms (where the inverse r -x of the homomorphism ~-is defined by r- l (X) = 
{y/r(y) e X}). It is known, however, that Theorem 2.1 is no longer true when m > 1 
and o~ is replaced by the pair of substitutions p and ~ where p(ai) = ai = e(a~), 
p(a~) = {al, az} =-: e(al). In fact {n, p, a} is in Class I I I ,  since it is easily shown 
that W~'(c~.o.,)({ax*axa.,az*, a~ axa~ax*}) includes the infinite family 
{ax*ax~aia~a~*ih ~ 0}. 
THEOREM 2.2. The set of operations {•, *, R} U ~ is in Class I. 
Proof. Given any finite family y/r of word-sets, define 
Y/"' -- <e~'<., .<e~', <e~',.., ~# <e~,,("Ur), 
which is clearly finite. Hence, it suffices to show that 
(i) cgE{v .,..}Uae(~cr) C ~f ' .  
We note first that for any word-sets X, Y, 
(it) (X* u r*)*  = (x*  t9 Y)* = (X t.) Y)*. 
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[Proof: X_C XW Y, hence X* C (XU Y)*. Thus X* t3 Y* C_ (X U Y)*, so that 
(X* tAY*)* C (X u Y)** = (X w r ) *  _C (X* k2 r*)*.]  
Next, we show that 
(iii) ~f ,  ~E~ r~:, ~':~(yr) = ~':~ ~g:, ~r 
Consider any word-set W e cg[ U ~.  c~Etj(Y//" ). Then there exist W 1 ..... W,, e rdEu(~g/" ) 
such that W = W~ u ' "  u W~ where each W~ is either Wj or W*. By (ii) W* ---- 
(W x u ... u W~)* e cr162 c~:u(r and (iii) follows. By (1.7) and Lemmas 1.3 and 
1.4, c~[~(~r = c~[~(gr,) _ ~r  = ~g/-,, and by (iii), cdC.(Yr = ~//"; hence 
by (1.5) and (1.4), (i) holds and the theorem is proved. 
Remark 5. Theorem 2.2 remains true if .~  is replaced by the set of all non- 
increasing substitutions. 
LEMMA 2.2. The set of operations {C, ,, R} U ~ is in Class I. 
Proof. We show first that 
(i) *C,C,(X) C ,(X) 
(where we write , (X)  instead of X*). Thus, C*(X)CC ,Cx(X);  hence by eontra- 
position, C,C,(X) C CC,(X) = ,(X). Therefore ,C,C,(X) C ,~,(X) = ,(X). By 
(i). C*(X) C_ C*C*C*(X); hence 
(ii) *C*(X) C_ ,C*C*C,(X). 
By virtue of (i) and (ii) we have 
(iii) ,C~C,C, (X)= ,C,(X). 
Now let 
"U:' = U~3{C( *C)'(X), ( *C)~(X), ,(C,)'(X), (C~)~(X)}. 
It follows easily from (iii) that 
(iv) Cdfc(~gr' ) = W:,(~gr,) = r 
Let 
e : "  = ~:~ W~,(~') .  
By (1.7) and Lemma 1.4, 
~:~,(~")  = ~G(~")  = ~*  
and by Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 with (iv), 
~c(~r" )  = ~t , (~r" )  = ~" .  
Therefore by (1.4) and (1.5), ~Eic.,.R}u~,({X})_C cg~,{c.,.~}u~,(Yr ~") =-~" ,  which is 
clearly finite. Therefore, for any finite family g/" of word-sets, Wd(c.,.R}u~(Y/P) = 
Ux~'  ~fE[c.*.RIu~({X}) is finite. Thus the lemma is proved. 
THEor~F.M 2.3. The set of operations {C,*,R}Uo%~'/s in Class I. 
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Proof. Because all operations involved are unary, it suffices to show that 
c~E{c . , n}vae({X}) is finite for every word-set X. 
For each i ~< m, let Z' i denote the subalphabet {a 1 .... , ai} and Ci the operation 
defined by 
C,(X) = 27,* -- X(~I X _C 27*). 
Using essentially the same proof as in Lemma 2.2, one obtains 
(i) {Ci.*} is in Class I(! = 0 ..... m). 
Given X _C )-'*, define families 
~ro = ~l{c,,,R~u~({X,,Vg ..... Z*}), 
~'  = {27,*_;_ 1n r(Y)ir eaff, YEW"},  
~' = {z  u (A :  - B*) u ... u (A* -- B : ) /Z  ~ ~,  h > O, Z C A*, 
A o C ... CAh C 27, B0 _C A~(all g)}, 
(i = 0 ..... m - -  1). 
It  follows easily by induction on i [using Lemma 2.2 for W "~ and (i) for ~//r2~ ] that 
the families #~i, ~] i ,  ~.2i, ~,Uai are finite. We will show that W~c(~f"*), Wfl.(W" O, 
ffflR(W "m) and ~ffo~o(~cU'~), hence by (1.5) ,~flCc...RIu~(YV"*) are included in ~,n .  
Then, since X E W "m, it will follow that qgfl(c.*.R}u~({X}) is a subfamily of W "~ and 
therefore finite. 
We note first that 
(ii) WE~(r ~) = yCr~. 
[With the aid of (1.7) and (1.4) this follows easily by induction on i.] Again using 
induction on i, with the aid of (1.7), (1.4) and Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, one easily proves 
that W~8(#'~/) = ~i  ( j== 1, 2, 3) and 
(iii) WdR(YV '~) - -#% 
We prove next 
(iv) ~[c (#3 ~-t) C '#"'~ (0 < i < m). 
Thus, given W ~ ~/Ua~-', i.e., W = Z u (.40* -- B0*) w "-" w (Ah* --  Bh* ) with Z E ~/~i-1, 
ZC_A*, AoC...CA~, B~CA o (allg), we must show that C(W)eW "'n. Now 
C(W) = [(B o n ... m B~)* -- Z] u [(Bx n ... n Bn)* -- a0*] 
W [(B2 t3 ... (~ S~)* - -  A f ]  W .." U (B~* --  a*n__x) U (Z'* - -  A~'). 
(This is easily proved by induction on h.) 
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Case 1. Z,,,_i C B o n "." n Bn . Then,  since Z ~ ,~ i -1  and therefore C s 
(Bo  n . . .  n ~^)*  - z = c , . _ , ( z )  u [ (Bo n . . .  n B^)*  - -  z*_,], 
so that 
c(w)  = c , , , _ , ( z )  u (A~ - t~o*) u . . .  u (A*+, - t~*~+0 
where 
~/o = B~ n ... n B~,  A~+~ = Z, /~o = Z',,_~, 
Bo+ 1 = A~, n -~'+1 (g  = 0 ... . .  h).  
Since C,n_i(Z) ~ c~tfc,,_,(~/f'zi-l) = ~//P2 '-x, it is clear that C(W)  ~ ~i -1  C__ )qf m. 
Case 2. Z,,,_i ~- Bo n ... n Bp,. Then there exists a permutat ion rr E ~ such that 
~B o n ... n Bn n 2Jm_;) - -  2Jr~_ ~ with i < ~ ~< m. Now 
(B o n ... n B ,d*  - z = [ (Bo n . . .  n B~, n Z , , _3*  - -  Z ]  u [ (Bo n . . .  n Bh)*  
- (Bo  n . . .  n Bh n Z, , , _O*] ,  
hence by Lemma 1.4, 
,<[ (Bo  n -.- n Bh)*  - -  Z ] )  = C,,_,~.(Z) u [ , , (Bo  n --- n B~)*  - -  Z~*_~] 
and therefore ~rC(W) = C, ,_w(Z ) kY (/ I* - -  /~*) U .-" u ( / i * ,  - -  B* , I )  where 
A,  =- ~(B, n ... n n,,), Ah_.I = Z, ~o - -  & , - ,  , I~,+i = =A,  n A~+, (g = 0 ..... h). 
Now Z m ~/K "i, hence by (i i) zr(Z) ~ .#ri _C_ iV  ~-~, hence zr(Z) n S*_~ e ~/~-~, hence 
Cm_[Tr( Z ) == Cra_dTr( Z)  ('~ ~. . [ )  ff ~f-2 i--1 and therefore frO(W) ~ ~//:a '-1 _C r162 Thus  by 
(ii) C(W)  -- ~r-~(~rC(W)) e ~/Ir,,. Thus (iv) is proved. 
Now C~s162176 ) := ~/t "~ C zq ~m and for 0 < i ~ m, Wg'c(Zq ~'i) = '~tfc("~/'i-1) U (~g~ c 
Wt~,(CCr3'--~ ) __C [Lemma 1.4, (iv), (ii))] WEc(# "-~) u yf'm. Therefore, by induction on i, 
(v) ~'d,~')  c ~.  
We now prove 
(vi) c~,.(~r = ~ ' - ' (0  < i ~< m). 
Thus,  let W = Z u (Ao* - -  Bo* ) u ... u (An* - -  B*) ~ ~/U3i-' where Z~ "/W2i-1, Z C Ao* , 
Ao -r " "  -= Ah,  B,  _r A,  (allg), and let i f 'denote Z* u (A~ - -  Bo*) u "" u (A* - -  B*).  
Then  W* - -  1~. [Proof. We note that each Ao* -  B* = A*(A  o - -Bo)A*o;  hence 
* * . . . .  Bo) , -Ag(Au- -B* )= A~(Ag B~') (,4* - -  B*) A*  A*  B*. Thus Z*(A*  -- * '  * * 
A*- -B* ;  likewise, (A~ -- B~)Z*  C A*  --  B*. I f  f~<g~<h,  then (A* - -B* )  
(//o* * C * * lg/. Hence, since - -  Bg)_  ./l, (A o - -  B*) = A* - -  Bg. Thus  clearly [,r:' = 
W _C I,~ r, W* _C l~* = IT, and the reverse inclusion is obvious.] But Z* e ~':,("//:~-~) =
-/~,-x, so that W* = I,P e ~.:,~-L Thus  (vi) ho lds ,  
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Now ,~E.(g ~'~ ~-- ~///0 and for 0 < i ~ m, c~f,.(Ylr;) -- ~, ~.(r u cgE.c~f~,(~/~;-1) =: 
[Lemma 1.4, (vi)] ~f.(y// ' ,- l)  u c~,(,y~,_~) _Cc{f.(~r u rg{~(.)~/-,) = [(ii)] 
~E.(~/V ";-1) u ~grl. Therefore, by induction on i, 
(vii) ~E.(~P-') = Y~';. 
We prove next 
(viii) ~'flae(~a ;-x) _C ~r < i ~ m). 
Thus let r e ~ff and W = Z u (A~" -- Bo* ) u . . .  u (A~ -- B~*) e Y~3 ;-1 where Z e ~-~,  
Z _C A*, A o _C... C An, B~ ~ A~ (all g). Then r (W) = r(Z) U r(A* o -- B*) U""  U 
r(A~ iB* ) .  For each g let A'~ =r(Ao) - -{~},  /~ =A~l r (Ao-B~) .  Then 
rCAg -- Bg) = Xb ~ if ~ e r(A o --  Bu); r(A* -- B~') = A* -- ~* if , Cz(A~ -- Bo). 
(This follows easily from the fact that, if Y_C X_C 27u {e}, then X*- -Y*  
X*(X  - -  b} -- Y)X*.) 
Case t. For some g, the Iargest being g, ~ e r(A~ --Bg). Then z(Z) and 
each r (A* -  B*) with g ~ g are included in ~(A*)= ~(A* -  B* )= A ; : ,  so 
thatz(W) = A* w (A*+~ - B%)  w ... u (A* - B~). Now (depending upon whether 
A~ = 27 or A~ ~- 27) either z(W) = Z* e ~ '~ or 
~(rv)  = z;,_~_,* u O(A~+3* - ~(/~+~)*) u ... u (~,(g~)* - ~(/1~)*) 
for some j < m and permutation r,. In the latter case, since Z*-;-x e 3r C ~; ,  
=r(W) e ~f~fl _C yf'-,, hence z(W) --: rr-~0rr(W)) e c~(~f- , , )  = ~m.  
Case 2. No z(A~ -- B~) contains ~. Then 
r (W)  =-= r(Z) v (A :  - ~*)  u "" u (A*  - B:). 
We now have two subcases, depending upon whether ~- maps each symbol occurring 
in words in W into a different symbol, or not. 
Case 2a. rrr(Z) = Z for some permutation rr. Then 
, , (w)  = z u (-CA0)* - ~(/10)*) u ... u (~(A~)* - ,~(/l~)*), 
which is in ~/~8 ;-1 _C zCU '~, hence ~-(W) = ~r-l(rrr(W)) e~f  -m. 
Case 2b. Otherwise i < m and zrr(Z)_C 27*_;_ 1 for some permutation ~r. 
Now Ze  3r hence ~rr(Z) e ~ i  _C ~r lrr(W) e YUai _C ~//'~. Therefore r(W) = 
rr-i(zrr(W)) e ~m.  Thus (viii) holds. 
Finally, we prove 
(ix) cgd~(~//") _C"/V"', 
using induction on i. 
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Bast). If r e ,~-:~ and We .~//'o, then ~rr(W) e Y/~I ~ _C ~//"~ for some permuta- 
tion 7r, hence ~-(W) = lr-l(rr~-(W)) e ~//". 
Induction step. For 0 < i ~< m, 
c~s -:= c~:~(zCU~-~) U ffs ff:~("//rs~-x) _C[induction hypothesis, (viii)] 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
3. SETS OF OPERATIONS IN CLASS II  
In this section we consider only sets 3" of operations including a quotient or a 
nontrivial derivative (i.e., ,D or Du, u ~ e). No such set .5 r is in Class I. (Thus, 
let W={u2~/p >~0}. If 3-  contains uD, D~, \ or /, and if #~ ={W,(u)},  then 
r~dy(#~) includes the infinite subfamily {W0, W 1 ,...) where W~ ----- {u:-2~/q >/p}.) 
On the other hand, if * is absent, then r~da-(#" ) is finite whenever W" consists of 
finitely many regular languages o that ~" is in Class II (cf. Theorem 3.1). Similarly 
(*, R) u .~  u ~ is in Class II (cf. Theorem 3.2). Certain sets containing * will be 
assigned to Class I I I  in Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.1. The set of operatiom (w, n,  C, R} w ~ w ~ is in Class H. 
Proof. Given any finite family 4 :  of regular languages, choose for each We 
an fsa (K~v, Z, 8w, Pw, Fw) such that W : {X/Sw(Pw, x) e Fw} (el. footnote 6). For 
each We Y~ andp, q e Kw let [W, p, q] denote the regular language {X/3w(p, x) : q}. 
Define 
#'1  = {[w, p, q]lW e ~r, p, q e Kw}, 
Clearly ~ is a finite family; hence by Lemma 2.1 
(i) ~ is finite. 
By (1.7) and (1.4), 
(ii) cK:u('/C2 ) ---= c~:c~('//r2 ) = ~:c(W'2) = ~':R(#'2) = ~:a,(#~2) = ~l  
We note next that for all u e 27" and [W, p, q] e "//:1, 
uD([W, p, q]) = [W, 3w(p, u), q] e ~ , 
D~,([W, p, q]) = U.~cw,.,~][W, P r] e ~du(~/:~) C 7/:2. 
Thus 
(iii) ,,D(X), D,,(X) e ~ (all u e 27*, X e ~) .  
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We now prove by induction corresponding to the inductive definition of 7~ that 
(iv) ,,D(X), D,(X) e ~ (all u ~ Z*, X c ~#r2), 
the basis being established by (iii). 
Induction step. Assume that X, Y~ ~ and ~D(X), D,(X), uD(Y), D~(Y) ~ 
for all u E Z*. Then ,,D(X u Y) = [Lemma 1.2] ~D(X) u ~D(Y) E V{u(~/'2) = 
[(ii)] #.~ ; similarly D,,(X td Y) c W',. Similarly, with the aid of Lemmas 1.2, 1.3, 
and 1.4 with (ii), one can show that ~,D(X ~ Y), D,,(X ~ Y), ,,DC(X), D,,C(X), 
,,DR(X), D,,R(X), ,,Drr(X) and D~:r(X) (for all rr 9 ,~) are in ~.  
Thus, we have proved 
(v) V~(~)  = ~G. 
From (ii), (v), and 0.5) it follows that 
(vi) (#e(~.~.~.~(~)  = ~.  
Moreover for each W c y/r, W = [Jq~v~[ W, Pw, q] c (#:~(~fll) C Y~, so that ~/~ C ~/I~. 
Hence by (1.4) and (vi), c#dl~.r~.c.~)ua,~(~r ) _C ~,  which is finite. Thus the lemma 
is proved. 
T~rEoRE.-~ 3.1. The set of operations {U, Ca, C, R, \,/) u .~  u ~ is in Class IL 
Proof. Given any finite family ~ of regular languages, define families W ~ ..... y//'m, 
~/~1o ..... ~/fi,~-1 Aro ..... ~m-1, ~0,. . . ,  ~m-1  thus: Let 27~(i : 0,..., m) denote the sub- 
alphabet {a I ..... a~}. Let 
~,= vt~(x,), 
#'~-1 = Vdu(~i) 
(i : 0,..., m -- 1). 
Proceeding in essentially the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 one can 
show that the above families are finite and that 
(i) (#:u(~: ' )  = ~t~(~r , )  = ~(~:9  = ~r,,  
(ii) V:R( ~t r') = "It/-~, 
(iii) c~.:~,(~/-,) = e:~, 
(iv) C6:c(Yf") = Yr 
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Now consider any X, Y ~ "r162 Then X\Y  = [Lemma 1.2] U~x xD(Y) e W: U 
~:~2(~/''~) = [(i)] ~/t :m, and similarly Y/X ~ "W"L Thus 
(vi) ~s = :~l'(~/:~) _= ~/:,~. 
By (i)-(vi) and (1.4)-(1.7), it follows that cgg}va.m.c,R.\.liVaeva~('fr ) _C ~/fm, which 
is finite, hence the theorem is proved. 
Remark 6. Let Fa denote the binary operation defined by xFa(Y) -- {z/Xz C_ Y} 
(cf. [5]). Since xFa(Y)= O,~xxD(Y), it follows at once that c~ea(fr ) = Yg "n', 
hence by the above argument {u, n, C, R, \,/, Fa} U o~r ~ k) N is also in Class II. 
The proof that {*, R} u .~  t.) 9 is in Class I I  is based on the representation of 
regular languages by means of nondeterministic f nite-state acceptors (abbreviated 
nondeterministic fsa). 
[A nondeterministic fsa is a 5-tuplc (K, Z, 3, So, F) where K is a finite 
nonempty set, 8 is a mapping of K • 27 into 2 K (the set of subsets of K)  
and S O and F are subsets of K. Let 8 be extended to 2 x • Z* by defining 
8(p, ,) - {p}, 8(P, x) = U,~v~(p, x) and ~(P, xy) = 8(8(P, x), y) (all p ~ K, 
P_CK, xCZ,  y r 27* -- {E}). It is then easily proved that 8(P, xy)=- 
8(8(P, x), y) = Uv~v3(p, xy) (all P C K, x, y ~ 27*). It is known (of. [4]) that 
a word-set X is a regular language if and only if there exists a nondeterministic 
fsa such that X = {x/8(So, x) c3 F 5& ~}. Let -~r denote the (finite) set of 
all nondeterministic fsa A --- (K, 27, 3, So, F) with 8, So and F satisfying 
the above definition, and for each A ~ d~; let T'(A) denote the set 
{x/8(So, x) ~ F 3~= ~} --  {e}.] 
LEMMA 3.2. Given any nondeterministic fsa A ~ .-~'x , there exist A . ,  ~A and A~ 
in dx  (for each word u 6 27*) such that 
(3.2.1) T'(A)* -- {r = T'(A,), 
(3.2.2) ~,DT'(A) -- {r = T'(,,A), 
(3.2.3) D~,T'(A)- {,} = T'(A,,). 
Proof. Assume A -- (K, Z, 8, S o ,F)  c dx .  Define A .  = (K, 27, 8 . ,  S o ,F)  ~ dx  
so that 
3~,(p, x) = 18(p' x) if 8(p, x) t3 F = Z, 
(8(p, x) U S o , otherwise 
(all p ~ K, x ~ Z). 
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It follows easily by induction on !x !  that 
(i) 8(p, x) _c 8,(p, x), 
(ii) if 8,(p, x) t~ F ~ ~,  then S o ~ 8,(p, x) 
(all p 9 K, x 9 ~'* - -  {E}). 
We now prove 
(iii) if x  9  T ' (A)*  - -  {~}, then x 9  T ' (X . ) ,  
using induction on :x .  For Ix = I, (iii) follows immediately from (i), hence 
assume that !x > l and (iii) holds for all shorter words. Then x = uv with u, 
v~_ T ' (A )  ~ - -  {E} and J u ,; v I < r x J- By induction hypothesis 8. (So ,  u )~FT/= 
and 3 . (S  o , v) n F 7-  ;7. By (ii) So _C 8,(So,  u), so that 8 . (S  o , v) C 8. (8 . (So,  u), v) ---- 
8~(So, x). Thus 3 . (So,  x) c3F :?~ ~,  i.e., x 9 T ' (A~) .  Conversely, 
(iv) if x 9 T ' ( .4 . ) ,  then x 9 T ' (A )*  - -  {E}. 
[Proof: Suppose x 9 T ' (A. ) .  Then x --~- x I --" x~ with l > 0 and x 1 ..... x I 9 27, and 
there exist Po ..... p~ c K such that Po 9 So, Pt ~F  and P,:+I 9 8 . (P i ,  xi+x) (all i < t). 
It follows by induction on l that x 9 T ' (A )*  - -  {r 
Case l. For all i < l, P~+x 6 8(P i ,  xi_a). Then clearly p~ e 8(p o , x) 63 F, hence 
x ~ T ' (A )  c_ T ' (A )*  - -  {d- 
Case 2. There exists a least i (call it j )  such that P~+I r 8(p, ,  x~+a ). Then 
8(p;, xj+l) n F :/: r and PJ+I 9 So- Since 8(p0, x 1 --- xj+l) ---- 8(pj, X~+x), it follows 
that x 1 "" x j_  1 9 T ' (A ) .  Hence if j + 1 = l, then x e T ' (A )*  - -  {r I f  j - -  1 < l, 
then Pz 9 8.(P3+a, xj+~ "-" xt) n F, hence xj+, "'" x,  9 T ' (A . )  = [induction hypothesis] 
T ' (A)*  - -  {E} and therefore x 9 T ' (A ) (T ' (A )  ~ - -  {,}) C T ' (A)*  - -  {,}.] Thus (3.2.1) 
holds. 
Next, given u e 2*  -- {E}, let ,,A == (K, 27, 8, 8(S O , u), V). Since 8(3(S o , u), x)  - -  
3(S 0 , ux) for all x 9 27 • - -  {E}, it follows that x ~ T ' ( ,A )  if and only if ux  ~ T ' (A)  
and x :f: ~. Thus (3.2.2) holds. 
Finally define A,, = (K, ~, 8, So, F,) where F~ = {q 9 K/8(q,  u) 63 F :/: ~ }. Sup- 
pose that x ~ D, ,T ' (A )  - -  {~}, i.e., xu 9 T ' (A )  and x :/: r Then 8(8(So, x), u) 63 F = 
8(So,  xu) c~ F :/: ~ .  Hence 8(q, u) n F :~: ~ for some q 9 3(S 0, x), i.e., 8(So, x) ~ F~ :/: ~ .  
Thus x 9 T ' (A , ) .  Suppose conversely that x ~ T ' (A , ) ,  i.e., 8(S o , x) 63 F ,  :~: ;~. Then 
8(q, u) t~ F :~ ~ for some q 9 8(So,  x), hence 8(So, xu) ~ F -~ 8(8(S0, x), u) ~ F :~A ~,  
hence xu 9 T ' (A )  and x ~: ~. Thus x e D , ,T ' (A )  - -  {~}, and (3.2.3) holds. 
THrOm~M 3.2. The set o f  operations {*, R) • ~ w ~ is in Class H .  
Proof.  Let W be any regular language. Then W={x/3(So ,x )  nF :~ ~} for 
some nondeterministic fsa Aw = (K ,  Z,  3, S O ,F ) .  It follows from [ ,emma 3.2 that 
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W[~.}~({W}) _C(T'(A), T'(A) w {~}/A E ,~tx}, which is finite. Hence the family 
yU, = cg~z ' c~{g W~t.}u~({W}) is finite. With the aid of (1.4)-(1.7) and Lemmas 1.3 
and 1.4, one can show that Wg~(~g/') = 9~g'g(~ ' ' ) = cr __ c~s162 = 3r 
hence by (1.4) and (1.5) cg~{..R}~,u~({W)) _C YC', which is finite. Since 
for any family "W" of word-sets, it follows that 
(i) {*, R} ~d ~ U ~ is in Class II. 
Now, given any family ~//" of regular languages, define families yf'o ..... 3q/',n, 
3F0 ..... y',,-1 thus (where 27~(i = 0,..., m) denotes the subalphabet {a x ..... a;}). 
~'o  = ~dt . .R )~.u~(~r  
.~' = ~ '  U {7.(W)/~- E . f f  , W E ~ ~, 7.(W) C_ Z*.,_,_~}, 
(i = :0  ..... m --  1). 
It was mentioned in Section 1 that each operation in {*, R} u ,,W u ~ preserves 
regularity, hence it follows that the above families consist of regular languages and 
therefore, in view of (i), all the families are finite. 
By (1,4) and (1.7), 
(ii) cgE,(~Fi) = ~g'R(~/') = cgdz,(Yf'~ ) = ~("#/ ' i )  = ~.  
Finally we prove 
(iii) W~ae(~/'~) _C g / " ,  
using induction on i. Thus, assume r E,,~ and We r162 We may assume that 
W r ~/~-t [since otherwise -r(W)E yf-m by induction hypothesis]. Therefore at most 
m - -  i symbols occur in words of W. 
Case 1. m - - i  symbols occur in words of 7.(W). Then r(W) = rr(W) for 
some permutation 7r E ~,  hence ~(W) E W~,(Yf "~) = [(ii)] ~r C r 
Case 2. At most m --  i - -  1 symbols occur in words of r(W). Then i < m 
and ~rr(W) _C Z* ;_  1 for some permutation rr, so that rrr(W)E~ i C_ ~F m, hence 
7"(W) = . -1( .7.(W))  E (~D( '~ m) = [(ii)]3cr 
By (ii), (iii) and (1.4)-(1.7) it follows that ff~(,.R}u~,,u~(~,F) C ~ '~,  which is finite, 
and the theorem is proved. 
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4. S~s  oF OPERATIONS IN CLASS I I I  
In view of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below, any set $7- of operations can be assigned 
to Class I I I  (i.e., cg : r (# ' )  is infinite for some finite family Y//" of regular languages) 
as soon as it includes any one of the sets {n, *}, {u, *, \}, (u ,  *,/}, {u, *, ~,D}, 
(t.,, *, D,,} (u :/: ,). 
Tm~oam~ 4.1. The set of operations {n, *}/s in Class 111. 
Proof. Let X 0 = {,, a}- (a4) *, Yo = { a2, a3} " (a4) * (for a given symbol a e 2~). 
These sets are easily recognized as regular languages, s We will show that CgEc~. 
({Xo, Yo}) is infinite. To this end, consider the word-sets X~, Y~ (i = 0, 1, 2,..) 
in C~dc~.,({Xo, Yo}) defined thus: 
Xi+l  = Yi C~ X*, Y~+x = Xi n Y*. 
It follows immediately that 
(i) X 0~_Yl_~X23_Ys~_' ' 'and 
ro~_X l  ~_ Y~_Xs~_  ... . 
We will show that, furthermore, 
(ii) Xo o X2k, ~o o y2,( k = O, 1 .... ), 
where X o y is understood to mean that (X --  Y) LJ (Y --  X) is finite. In proving 
(ii) we use the fact that for any n >~ 0, 
(iii) {a n, an*l) * o a*. 
[Proof: It follows by induction on p that a r ~ {a% an+t} * for all p >~ n(n + 1). Thus, 
assuming p ~ n(n + 1) and ar-l~{a",an+X) *, we have xn + y(n + 1)=p-  1 
for some x,y ~0,  hence (x - - I )n+(y - -n+l ) (n+l )=p- -n (n+l )  >0.  
Now either x -- 1 > 0, so that a ~ = (a")x-l(an+l) 'J+t ~ {a n, a~+l}*; o ry  --  n + 1 > 0, 
so that aV= (a") ..... (a'~l)~-~l~{a",a"+l}*.] Now (ii) follows by induction on k, 
with obvious basis. For the induction step, assume that k > 1 and (ii) holds for 
k -  1. Then X2k_ 2 includes {a", a "+t} for some n, hence by (iii) X*~,  0___ a*, 
so that X,,k-1 -- Y2~-2 c3 X*  2 o I:2k_~ o [induction hypothesis] Y0- Similarly, 
Y2~-1 0= X0 ' Thus again X~k_ 1 0__ a*, so that X2k = Y2~-a C3 X'k_ 1 o X0 r3 a* = 
X 0. Similarly Y2k o Y0- 
8 Any word-set built from finite sets by finitely many applications of u, c~, concatenation 
and ~ is regular (cf. [4], Theorem 2.1.1). 
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Thus (ii) holds, and therefore each Xi has a shortest non-e word xi.  Since 
x~+ x 9 Xi+ x C ,Y'* 9 _ -~  ~, ix i ,  <~,x i~ l : ,  but X~nXi+xC[ ( i ) ]X  onYo=~,  hence x i4:  
xi~ xandthere fore[x i l<  x i+l ! .  Thus[x  o [ -<[x  x[ < [x 2] < . " ,  hence by(i) the 
X~ are distinct. Therefore {X,/ i  ~ O} is an infinite subfamily of cgCc~..({X0, Y0}) 
and the Theorem follows. 
TtlEOREM 4.2. I f  m 2> 1, the sets of operations {u, *, \}, {u, *,/}, {W, *, ,D} and 
{U, "~, D~}, for eazh word u ~ ~, are in Class 111. 9 
Proof. It suffices to treat {w, *,,,D}, since ~Eu... , ,D(W')CWEu..\(#" k){u}), 
while the treatment of right-quotients and derivatives i  analogous. Thus, let u = ula 
(u 1 e X*, a e Z') be an arbitrary non-e word. Select a symbol b 9 Z-{a} and let 
z = uxbaab, x - ulbbab, y = ulbabb. 
Now define 
X o = u*z W {x}, Y0 = u*zx w {y}. 
Clearly X o and Yo are regular (cf. footnote 8), hence it suffices to show that 
WEv...,D({Xo, Yo, {x}, {y}}) is infinite. To this end consider the word-sets X i ,  Yi 
(i = 0, 1 .... ), in this closure, defined thus: 
X,+ a = , ,D(Y*) u {x}, Y,+a = ,D(X* I )  U {y}. 
The following properties (i)-(iii) of the sets {u, z, x, y}, Xi and Yi are easily estab- 
lished. 
(i) I f  ~s -- fl or s~ = fl with ~, fl 9 {u, z, x, y}* and s ~ X*, then s 9 {u, z, x, y}*; 
moreover, if fl 9 {u, z, x, y}, then either a -- fl or s = ft. 
(ii) u*z(xy) i C_ X~ . 
(iii) X*  C {u, z, x, y )*  z{u, z, x, y}* U x*, 
Y,* ~ {u, z, x ,y}*  z{u, z, x ,y}*  wy* .  
We prove next that, for al l j  > i, 
(iv) 2:*(xy)J{,, x} n X*  = ~.  
Proof is by induction on i, with obvious basis. For the induction step, assume that 
j > i > 0 and (iv) holds for i - -  1. We show first that for all k ~> i
(v) 2:*(xy)k{x, xy) n Y*  i--I = ~"  
9 For  the case that  ~" is a one-symbol  a lphabet ,  the c lass i f icat ion is unknown.  
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Thus assume, contrary to (v), that there is a word zo of minimal length in 
S*(xy)k{x, xy} c3 Yi*-l, k ~ i. I f  w c Y~-I, then w must be in ,,D(X*_I), hence 
uw ~ Z*(xy)k{x, xy} c3 X*_I, contrary to induction hypothesis. Therefore we may 
assume that w = wlw 2 E v(xy)k{x, xy} with w x , wa ~ Y*-I - -  {r 
Case 1. v = was. Then wa ~ s(xy)~{x, xy} n Y*-I, contrary to the minimality 
oflwl. 
Case 2. w I = vs. Then sw 2 ~ (xy)k{x, xy}, from which it follows with the aid 
of (i) and (iii) that w2 E {x, y}*. But w z ~ }~*-1, hence by (iii) w 2 ~y*.  Therefore 
we must have w 2 = y and s = (xy)kx. Thus w 1 = vs ~ 27*(xy)~'x ~ Y*-x,  contrary 
to the minimality of ! w I. Thus (v) holds. 
Now assume, contrary to (iv), that there is a word w of minimal length in 
27*(xy)J{~, x) n X*. If  v: ~ X i ,  then w must be in uD(Y/*_I), so that 
UW ~: ~*(xy)Jx W ~*(xy)j-- lxy, 
contrary to (v). Therefore we may assume that w = wlwz~v(xy)J{E, x} with 
wl ,  w 2 ~ X* - -  {E}. Then, as in the proof of (v), we find either w S ~ 27*(xy)J{E, a}, 
or w~ = x and wx ~ Z'*(xy) ~, contrary to the minimality of [ zo ]. 
Thus (iv) holds. It now follows immediately from (ii) and (iv) that 
z(xy) '+I e X*  x - -  (X*  u ... u X*) ( i  = 0, 1,...). 
Thus {X*/ i  ~ O} is an infinite subfamily of g'Ew,..,D({X o , Yo ,  {x}, {y}}), and the 
theorem follows. 
5. SUMMARY OF MAXIMAL AND MINIMAL SETS OF OPERATIONS 
Of the infinitely many sets of operations elected from union, intersection, com- 
plement, star, quotients, derivatives, word-reversal, and nonincreasing homo- 
morphisms, just three are maximal in Class I (in the sense of having no proper superset 
in Class I). These maximal sets are 
{W, n ,  C, R} u ,~,  {W, *, R} U ,~C," and {C, *, R} w grg ' . 
One maximal set of operations in Class I I  is known; namely, 
{u,n,C,R,\,/}u~u~, 
i.e., the set of all operations but *. The set {*, R} u ~ u -@ is in Class II, but its 
maximality is undecided, since the classification is unknown when C, \ or / is added. 
Infinitely many sets of operations are known to be minimal in Class I I I  (in the 
sense of having no proper subset in Class I I I),  namely 
{~, *}, {U, *, uD}, {•, *, D~} for all u in 27* - -  {E}. 
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The sets {u,  *, \} and {w, ~,/} are in Class I I I ,  but  their minimal ity is undecided, 
since the classification of {*, \) and (*, /} is unknown. 
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